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he Aircraft Electronics Association hosted the annual AEA Europe Meeting in May, in Cologne,
Germany. The meeting featured another solid program, and hopefully,
you were able to attend this year.
During the meeting, the AEA
gave a review of regulatory issues
important to its European membership, followed by a presentation
from John Vincent, the head of the
safety analysis and research department for the European Aviation
Safety Agency. Vincent’s presentation focused on the activities of his
office, specifically those with the
European Strategic Safety Initiative
(ESSI).
ESSI is an aviation safety partnership between EASA, other regulators and the industry. Its objective is to further enhance safety for
citizens in Europe and worldwide
through safety analysis, implementation of cost-effective action plans,
and coordination with other safety
initiatives worldwide.
EASA launched ESSI launched
in July 2006, as a 10-year program.
It has three teams: the European
Commercial Aviation Safety Team
(ECAST), the European Helicopter
Safety Team (EHST), and the European General Aviation Safety Team
(EGAST).
ECAST addresses large, fixedwing aircraft operations and aims
to further enhance commercial aviation safety in Europe and for European citizen worldwide. It cooperates with the Commercial Aviation
Safety Team and other major safety
initiatives worldwide, in particular under the Cooperative Development of Operational Safety and
Continuing Airworthiness Program
(COSCAP) of the ICAO Technical
Cooperation Program.
ECAST monitors the implementation of action plans inherited from
the former Joint Safety Strategic
Initiative of the Joint Aviation Authorities, and it has developed a new
safety approach using a
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three-phase process:
• Phase 1: Identification and selection of safety issues
• Phase 2: Safety issues analysis
• Phase 3: Development, implementation and monitoring of actions
plans
Phase 1 was conducted from April
2006 to December 2007. Eighteen
safety subjects were identified as •
Phase 1: Identification and selection
of safety issues

• Phase 2: Safety issues analysis
• Phase 3: Development, implementation and monitoring of actions
plans
Phase 1 was conducted from April
2006 to December 2007. Eighteen
safety subjects were identified as
topics for further analysis in Phase
2. Last year, using a prioritization
process combining safety importance, coverage and high-level,
cost-benefit considerations, ECAST
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he Aircraft Electronics Association hosted the annual AEA Europe Meeting in May, in Cologne,
Germany. The meeting featured another solid program, and hopefully,
you were able to attend this year.
During the meeting, the AEA
gave a review of regulatory issues
important to its European membership, followed by a presentation
from John Vincent, the head of the
safety analysis and research department for the European Aviation
Safety Agency. Vincent’s presentation focused on the activities of his
office, specifically those with the
European Strategic Safety Initiative
(ESSI).
ESSI is an aviation safety partnership between EASA, other regulators and the industry. Its objective is to further enhance safety for
citizens in Europe and worldwide
through safety analysis, implementation of cost-effective action plans,
and coordination with other safety
initiatives worldwide.
EASA launched ESSI launched
in July 2006, as a 10-year program.
It has three teams: the European
Commercial Aviation Safety Team
(ECAST), the European Helicopter
Safety Team (EHST), and the European General Aviation Safety Team
(EGAST).
ECAST addresses large, fixedwing aircraft operations and aims
to further enhance commercial aviation safety in Europe and for European citizen worldwide. It cooperates with the Commercial Aviation
Safety Team and other major safety
initiatives worldwide, in particular under the Cooperative Development of Operational Safety and
Continuing Airworthiness Program
(COSCAP) of the ICAO Technical
Cooperation Program.
ECAST monitors the implementation of action plans inherited from
the former Joint Safety Strategic
Initiative of the Joint Aviation Authorities, and it has developed a new
safety approach using a three-phase
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• Phase 1: Identification and selection of safety issues
• Phase 2: Safety issues analysis
• Phase 3: Development, implementation and monitoring of actions
plans
Phase 1 was conducted from April
2006 to December 2007. Eighteen
safety subjects were identified as •
Phase 1: Identification and selection
of safety issues
• Phase 2: Safety issues analysis
• Phase 3: Development, implementation and monitoring of actions
plans
Phase 1 was conducted from April
2006 to December 2007. Eighteen
safety subjects were identified as
topics for further analysis in Phase
2. Last year, using a prioritization
process combining safety importance, coverage and high-level,
cost-benefit considerations, ECAST
decided to launch two activities on
safety management systems and

he Aircraft Electronics Association hosted the annual AEA Europe Meeting in May, in Cologne,
Germany. The meeting featured another solid program, and hopefully,
you were able to attend this year.
During the meeting, the AEA
gave a review of regulatory issues
important to its European membership, followed by a presentation
from John Vincent, the head of the
safety analysis and research department for the European Aviation
Safety Agency. Vincent’s presentation focused on the activities of his
office, specifically those with the
European Strategic Safety Initiative
(ESSI).
ESSI is an aviation safety partnership between EASA, other regulators and the industry. Its objective is to further enhance safety for
citizens in Europe and worldwide
through safety analysis, implementation of cost-effective action plans,
and coordination with other safety
initiatives worldwide.
EASA launched ESSI launched
in July 2006, as a 10-year program.
It has three teams: the European
Commercial Aviation Safety Team
(ECAST), the European Helicopter
Safety Team (EHST), and the European General Aviation Safety Team
(EGAST).
ECAST addresses large, fixedwing aircraft operations and aims
to further enhance commercial aviation safety in Europe and for European citizen worldwide. It cooperates with the Commercial Aviation
Safety Team and other major safety
initiatives worldwide, in particular under the Cooperative Development of Operational Safety and
Continuing Airworthiness Program
(COSCAP) of the ICAO Technical
Cooperation Program.
ECAST monitors the implementation of action plans inherited from
the former Joint Safety Strategic
Initiative of the Joint Aviation Authorities, and it has developed a new
safety approach using a three-phase

ground safety as part of Phase 2.
EHST brings together manufacturers, operators, research organizations, regulators, accident investigators and a few military operators
from across Europe. It is the helicopter branch of ESSI and the European component of the International
Helicopter Safety Team.
EHST is committed to the goal
of reducing the helicopter accident
rate by 80 percent worldwide by
2016, with an emphasis on improving European safety.
General aviation is a high priority for EASA. General aviation is
a dispersed community of diverse
components, such as business aviation, aerial work, air sports and recreational activities. EGAST is a new
venture in Europe and a challenge.
The initiative responds to the need
for a coordinated European effort.
The stated mission of EGAST is to
promote and initiate best practices
and awareness to improve safety,
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• Phase 1: Identification and selection of safety issues
• Phase 2: Safety issues analysis
• Phase 3: Development, implementation and monitoring of actions
plans
Phase 1 was conducted from April
2006 to December 2007. Eighteen
safety subjects were identified as •
Phase 1: Identification and selection
of safety issues
• Phase 2: Safety issues analysis
• Phase 3: Development, implementation and monitoring of actions
plans
Phase 1 was conducted from April
2006 to December 2007. Eighteen
safety subjects were identified as
topics for further analysis in Phase
2. Last year, using a prioritization
process combining safety importance, coverage and high-level,
cost-benefit considerations, ECAST
decided to launch two activities on
safety management systems and
ground safety as part of Phase 2.
EHST brings together manufacturers, operators, research organizations, regulators, accident investigators and a few military operators
from across Europe. It is the helicopter branch of ESSI and the European component of the International
Helicopter Safety Team.
EHST is committed to the goal
of reducing the helicopter accident
rate by 80 percent worldwide by
2016, with an emphasis on improving European safety.
General aviation is a high priority for EASA. General aviation is
a dispersed community of diverse
components, such as business aviation, aerial work, air sports and recreational activities. EGAST is a new
venture in Europe and a challenge.
The initiative responds to the need
for a coordinated European effort.
The stated mission of EGAST is to
promote and initiate best practices
and awareness to improve safety,
thereby reducing the accident rates.
This objective applies to all general
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initiatives worldwide.
EASA launched ESSI launched
in July 2006, as a 10-year program.
It has three teams: the European
Commercial Aviation Safety Team
(ECAST), the European Helicopter
Safety Team (EHST), and the European General Aviation Safety Team
(EGAST).
ECAST addresses large, fixedwing aircraft operations and aims
to further enhance commercial aviation safety in Europe and for European citizen worldwide. It cooperates with the Commercial Aviation
Safety Team and other major safety
initiatives worldwide, in particular under the Cooperative Development of Operational Safety and
Continuing Airworthiness Program
(COSCAP) of the ICAO Technical
Cooperation Program.
ECAST monitors the implementation of action plans inherited from
the former Joint Safety Strategic
Initiative of the Joint Aviation Au-
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he Aircraft Electronics Association hosted the annual AEA Europe Meeting in May, in Cologne,
Germany. The meeting featured another solid program, and hopefully,
you were able to attend this year.
During the meeting, the AEA
gave a review of regulatory issues
important to its European membership, followed by a presentation
from John Vincent, the head of the
safety analysis and research department for the European Aviation
Safety Agency. Vincent’s presentation focused on the activities of his
office, specifically those with the
European Strategic Safety Initiative
(ESSI).
ESSI is an aviation safety partnership between EASA, other regulators and the industry. Its objective is to further enhance safety for
citizens in Europe and worldwide
through safety analysis, implementation of cost-effective action plans,
and coordination with other safety
initiatives worldwide.
EASA launched ESSI launched
in July 2006, as a 10-year program.
It has three teams: the European
Commercial Aviation Safety Team
(ECAST), the European Helicopter
Safety Team (EHST), and the European General Aviation Safety Team
(EGAST).
ECAST addresses large, fixedwing aircraft operations and aims
to further enhance commercial aviation safety in Europe and for European citizen worldwide. It cooperates with the Commercial Aviation
Safety Team and other major safety
initiatives worldwide, in particular under the Cooperative Development of Operational Safety and
Continuing Airworthiness Program
(COSCAP) of the ICAO Technical
Cooperation Program.
ECAST monitors the implementation of action plans inherited from
the former Joint Safety Strategic
Initiative of the Joint Aviation Authorities, and it has developed a new
safety approach using a three-phase
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Safety Issue

Rotorcraft Issue

AEA Convention Preview Issue

AEA Convention Issue

This issue focuses on the importance of
safety in the aircraft electronics industry.
Manufacturers, approved maintenance
organizations, aircraft owners and pilots
must ensure policies and procedures are
followed to implement a culture of safety
at all times.

This issue features technical topics,
products and companies that serve the
rotorcraft market. For companies serving
this segment of the industry or planning
to exhibit at HAI HELI-EXPO, this is the
perfect opportunity to advertise your
products and services and invite attendees to your booth at the world’s largest
helicopter exposition and trade show.

This issue offers a preview of highlighted
regulatory and technical training sessions available at next month’s AEA
Convention. AEA Trade Show exhibitors
are encouraged to include their booth
number on their advertising materials. Invite convention attendees to learn more
about your products and services by
visiting your booth in the exhibit hall.

This issue will have bonus distribution
to nearly 2,000 aircraft electronics
professionals in attendance at the 66th
annual AEA International Convention &
Trade Show in Orlando. This is the ideal
opportunity for advertisers to invite
convention attendees to personally meet
your staff in the AEA Trade Show’s exhibit
hall. Include your booth number on your
advertisement.

•

Ad Sales Deadline: Nov. 10, 2022

•

Ad Sales Deadline: Dec. 9, 2022

•

Ad Sales Deadline: Jan. 10, 2023
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Materials Deadline: Nov. 17, 2022
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Materials Deadline: Dec. 16, 2022
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Materials Deadline: Jan. 17, 2023
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May

• HAI HELI-EXPO
• WAI Conference

June
AEA Convention Recap Issue

The AEA is truly an international organization with member companies in more
than 40 countries. This issue illustrates
the avionics industry’s powerful reach
across borders and the AEA businesses
that make it possible.

This issue will cover the news made
at the AEA International Convention &
Trade Show, the largest gathering of
general aviation avionics manufacturers,
distributors and approved maintenance
organizations in the world.

Ad Sales Deadline: Feb 9, 2023

•

Materials Deadline: Feb. 16, 2023

BONUS
DISTRIBUTION

July

International Issue

•

• AEA Convention

August

AirVenture Oshkosh Issue
A strong market exists for approved
maintenance organizations when
it comes to servicing experimental,
light-sport and ultralight aircraft, along
with warbirds, vintage and homebuilt
aircraft. This month’s issue is one of the
most widely distributed each year, as
thousands of pilots and aircraft owners
flock to the AEA’s AirVenture booth in
Oshkosh, Wisconsin, to pick up this
month’s edition.

New Products Issue
This issue will spotlight all the new avionics
products and services introduced at the AEA
Convention. The New Product Introductions
session is one of the most popular events
every year and has evolved into a must-see
showcase for AEA members and the media.
Aircraft electronics manufacturers know
the key to a successful product launch
means bringing their products to the AEA
Convention. This issue also includes profiles
of AEA’s annual scholarship winners.

•

Ad Sales Deadline: March 10, 2023

•

Ad Sales Deadline: April 10, 2023

•

Ad Sales Deadline: May 10, 2023

•

Ad Sales Deadline: June 9, 2023

•

Materials Deadline: March 17, 2023

•

Materials Deadline: April 17, 2023

•

Materials Deadline: May 17, 2023

•

Materials Deadline: June 16, 2023

BONUS
DISTRIBUTION

September

October

Military/Commercial Space Issue
This issue explores new business
opportunities for the industry and
highlights what’s happening in
the military and commercial space
markets. Learn the latest on what
forward-thinking companies are
doing to expand their business into
these markets.

•
•

• EAA AirVenture

November

December

Business Aviation Issue

Emerging Technologies Issue

Business Operations Issue

This month’s edition places the business
aviation segment of the industry in the
spotlight. It also will reach hundreds of
business aviation professionals in attendance at the NBAA Business Aviation
Convention & Exhibition, the world’s
largest business aviation event.

From unmanned aircraft systems
and electric propulsion to urban air
mobility, emerging technologies are in
the spotlight. This issue will examine
how these innovative technologies will
impact the general aviation industry
and explore the opportunities to grow
business for maintenance organizations
and manufacturers alike.

This issue covers the important information that avionics repair station owners
and managers need to know to run their
business, from the latest trends in management to the resources and services
available to help your business grow and
succeed. This issue also provides the results from the annual AEA Rate and Labor
Survey, which includes employee benefit/
compensation package information and a
business outlook perspective.

Ad Sales Deadline: July 11, 2023

•

Ad Sales Deadline: Aug. 10, 2023

•

Ad Sales Deadline: Sept. 8, 2023

•

Ad Sales Deadline: Oct. 10, 2023

Materials Deadline: July 18, 2023

•

Materials Deadline: Aug. 17, 2023

•

Materials Deadline: Sept. 15, 2023

•

Materials Deadline: Oct. 17, 2023

BONUS
DISTRIBUTION

• AEA Connect
Conferences

BONUS
DISTRIBUTION

• AEA Connect Conferences
• NBAA Convention

BONUS
DISTRIBUTION

• AEA Connect
Conferences

* To be considered for inclusion in an article, contact Geoff Hill, editor of Avionics News, three months prior to publication, at geoffh@aea.net. All articles are subject to change without notice.
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A consumer’s guide of avionics and services, including a global directory of
certified avionics/instrument facilities, manufacturers and distributors.

ONE LOW PRICE • ONE FULL YEAR
THOUSANDS OF POTENTIAL CUSTOMERS
▪ FULL-

COLOR PRINT ADVERTISING RATES

Advertisers receive three platforms for the price of one: in print, online and mobile app.

The 2023-24 AEA Pilot’s Guide
is the pilot’s single source for
avionics buying decisions.
If your customers are pilots
or owners of general aviation,
business aviation or
sport aviation aircraft, the
AEA Pilot’s Guide is your can’t-miss
advertising opportunity.
Distribution of the 2023-24 edition
of the AEA Pilot’s Guide will begin
in July 2023, at EAA AirVenture in
Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

Back Cover . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $
Inside Front Cover, Inside Back Cover, Page 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $
Full page 4-color, preferred spot . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $
Full page 4-color . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $
1/2 page 4-color . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $
1/6 page 4-color . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $

Any AEA member that places an ad of any size will receive
a logo placement next to its company member listing at a
discounted rate.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $

Geoeye
GeoEye, which specializes in satellite imaging and airport mapping, announced it now
offers civilian databases.
On Sept. 6, 2008, the Dulles, Va.-based company launched its new GeoEye-1 Earth-imaging
satellite from Vandenberg Air Force Base in
California, and it now is able to provide airport
data maps for avionics manufacturers and other
commercial vendors.
GeoEye-1 imagery products and solutions
are available in half-, one-, two- and four-meter
ground resolutions. Imagery products are available in color or black and white. Color imagery

comprises four bands: blue, green, red and
near-infrared.
The company, which can deliver airport mapping for any airport in the world in 2-D or 3-D,
also makes terrain databases for terrain awareness warning systems.
For more information, visit www.geoeye.com.
Global Jet ServiceS
Global Jet Services, the Weatogue, Conn.based company specializing in aviation maintenance and professional training, announced it is
offering new Web-based training courses: three
NCATT Aircraft Electronics Technician (AET)
courses and the Barfield DPS-450 air-data test
system training.
The fully interactive, eight-hour e-learning courses are FAA-compliant and approved
inspection authorization online training.
The AET 1 course includes training on basic
AC/DC currents and circuit theory calculations
as well as on resistors and troubleshooting and
repairing DC circuits. AET 2 offers training for
continued on following page…

Every 28 days, pilots spent
hours updating the leaves.
This accumulation of components is flying today in most GA
airplanes, a sizeable population
of which was born during the
heyday of analog aviation, from
the 1960s to the early 1980s,
when American airframers annually fledged them by the tens of
thousands. These airplanes still
have plenty of life ahead of them,
but their analog avionics are on
their last legs, with the cost of
repairs and lack of parts heralding their retirement.
Their replacements can be
seen in the seemingly empty
panels of most of today’s new
airplanes, from light-sport aircraft to high-performance piston
singles. Collectively, it’s called
“glass,” for the eye-catching, fullcolor display component integrating aircraft operation, navigation,
communications and information
to make flight safer, capabilities once reserved for the early
adopters of digital avionics: business and commercial operators.
It’s all about the software. With
a few exceptions, the Dynon
EFIS-D100 primary flight display
and EMS-D120 engine monitoring system used in many LSAs
deliver capabilities similar to
Avidyne’s Entegra, Garmin’s
G1000 (and its offspring), and
L3’s SmartDeck. Certification
decides what functions pilots can
employ legally.
Adding capabilities to a digital
avionics system (synthetic vision
is the latest) often requires little
more than a software upgrade
and any applicable peripherals.
For the cost-conscious aviator,
this can help make it simpler to
build a new digital avionics system one component at a time.
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As any avionics technician
will attest, interfacing — getting
all of the digital components to
talk to each other reliably — can
be a challenge, especially when
introducing a digital newcomer
to a legacy system. Like the new
kid on the playground, some play
well with others, while some do
not.
To avoid these conflicts,
your avionics shop is a key
ally, because its technicians
know who gets along with what.
Together, you can plan a digital
system that will give you full
access to the Next Generation
Air Transportation System,
known as NextGen.

NextGeN AvioNics

NextGen is another paradigm
shift. It replaces the 1940s technology of ground-based surveillance and navigation — radar
and VORs — with dynamic 21st
century technology, satellite navigation and digital communications networks.
With this new technology
comes “new procedures, including the shifting of certain decision-making responsibility from
the ground to the cockpit,”
according to the FAA on its
NextGen website, www.faa.gov/
nextgen.
Good decision-making
depends on accurate real-time
information delivered through
hardware on the ground and
in the air. The government has
accelerated its work on the
ground, promising to have much
of NextGen operational in the
“midterm,” between 2012 and
2018. As a whole, NextGen is
scheduled to be operational
nationwide by 2025.
According to the FAA, “Lesser

equipped aircraft will still be
accommodated in the NAS
(National Airspace System).” It
doesn’t say where, which means
building a compatible digital
avionics system is the only way
to keep flying where you want.
(Only the communications radio
makes the jump to aviation’s
digital era, and IFR pilots still will
want two of them.)
NextGen is a performancebased system, meaning avionics
must perform to certain tolerances. The FAA uses an IFR
example; it requires a positional
accuracy of 0.3 nautical miles,
or required navigation performance of 0.3. RNP is RNAV with
onboard performance monitoring,
which tells the pilot how accurately the system is fixing the airplane’s position. This increases

125

Pilot’s Guide

The non-certified GTX 330 and GTX 33 transponders with 1090 MHz extended squitter
transmission capabilities were also on display
at the show.
Garmin is offering the ES technology as a
retrofit upgrade option for GTX 330 and GTX
33 units already in the field or as an optional
upgrade on newly purchased GTX 330 and GTX
33 transponders.
For more information, visit www.garmin.com.
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2,495
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925

Black & White Logo placement next to
company member listing (AEA Members Only)  . . . . . . . . . . .  $ 250

Pilot’S Guide

Other points of distribution include:
• HAI Heli-Expo
• AEA Convention
• AEA Connect Conferences
• AOPA Fly-Ins
• NBAA BACE
• All Aircraft Electronics
Association members
• Thousands of online requests

One Price for Year-Round Advertising and Exposure

1/2 PAGE

1/6 PAGE

6.25 in. x 4.25 in.

2 in. x 4.25 in.

•

Please submit full-page ads at 7.75 in. x 10.25 in.
This allows for .125 in. bleed on all sides.
Final ads will be trimmed to 7.5 x 10 in.

•

Keep all live area at least .25 in. away from trim lines.

her

▪ ADVERTISING

Rachel Hill

CONTACT

816-366-5109 • rachelh@aea.net

Showcase

A website developed to highlight the products
of our manufacturers and services of our
member shops. This site leverages the nearly
20-year success of the AEA Pilot’s Guide as a
consumer-facing informational product and
takes it to the next level with online product
videos and tutorials highlighting everything
from features and functions of the latest
avionics equipment to the installation and
service available from our technology experts.

PILOTSGUIDESHOWCASE .net
•

A digital showcase of avionics manufacturers and their latest innovations

•

Access to product information, specifications, functions, and features

•

Virtual demonstrations, equipment setup, interface, connectivity and more

•

Selected tutorials via recorded flight demonstrations

▪ ADVERTISING

CONTACT

Rachel Hill

816-366-5109 • rachelh@aea.net

AEA.net
Website Advertising
You now have the opportunity
to expand your reach and
extend your brand message
to the AEA website, which
is one of the most utilized
resources the AEA provides
to its nearly 1,300 member
companies. Membership is
comprised of repair station
owners/managers/technicians,
instrument shops, avionics
manufacturers and distributors,
pilots, technical schools,
consultants, government
agencies and others.
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The AEA’s high-traffic, mobile-friendly website

SIZE

P I XE L S

Square

250 x 250

$300

Banner

468 x 60

$350

* Rates are per month

Square

250 x 250

DID YOU KNOW
*EEDIRECT HAS THE
MOST VIEWED PAGES ON
THE AEA WEBSITE?
*EEDirect is the AEA’s members-only marketplace
for buying, selling or comparing prices on
thousands of parts.

Banner

Banner

468 x 60

▪ ADVERTISING
New banner materials and changes to URLs may be made monthly
if received by the 15th day of the month prior to publishing.

Rachel Hill

468 x 60

CONTACT

816-366-5109 • rachelh@aea.net

AEA.net/jobs

The AEA’s online jobs board

05

Website Advertising

AEA.net/Jobs is a highly
valued AEA-member benefit
and promises to be one of the
website’s highest traffic areas.
At AEA.net/Jobs, members
can post a new employment
opportunity free of charge.
Within 24 hours, the job
listing is available for
the world to see.

SIZE

P I XE L S

Square

250 x 250

$300

Banner

728 x 90

$350

* Rates are per month

JOB LISTINGS

Square
250 x 250

The website is the
go-to jobs source
for both employers
and potential employees.

Avionics Technician

Banner

▪ ADVERTISING

CONTACT

Rachel Hill

728 x 90

816-366-5109 • rachelh@aea.net
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The AEA’s electronic newsletter delivered twice a
month to more than 13,000 avionics professionals via email

LEAD BANNER
620 x 100 pixels
• Two issues per month; Six-month commitment required

$600 per month

LARGE BANNERS
620 x 200 pixels
• Two issues per month; Six-month commitment required

$525 per month

STANDARD BANNERS
620 x 100 pixels
• Two issues per month; Six-month commitment required

$475 per month

New banner materials and changes to URLs
may be made monthly if received by the first day of the month.
Positioning of banner advertisements is at the sole discretion of the editor.
The lead banner will appear first. Other advertisements will generally be
placed in order based upon frequency and size considerations.

▪ ADVERTISING

Rachel Hill

CONTACT

816-366-5109 • rachelh@aea.net

AEA
Show Guide
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The AEA’s printed guide to the AEA Convention

APRIL

24-27

CONVENTION
SHOW GUIDE
#AEA22

Don’t miss this opportunity to
communicate your company’s message
to hundreds of decision-makers who
influence the avionics industry’s
purchasing process. The AEA Convention
Show Guide is the only printed guide for
the four-day event, which is the premier
marketplace for general aviation
avionics products and services.
Distributed to every attendee at the
world’s largest gathering of avionics
manufacturers, distributors and
government-certified repair stations, the
AEA Convention Show Guide is the source
for essential convention information,
including daily show schedules; training
class descriptions; company information
and booth assignments for every exhibitor;
social gatherings; and much more!

DON’T BE LEFT OUT.
SPACE WILL FILL UP FAST!

Show dates: April 24-27, 2023
Reserve your ad space by: March 1, 2023
Send in your ad by: March 8, 2023
•
•
•
•
•
•

Back cover.............................. $1,650
Inside front cover...................$1,350
Inside back cover....................$1,350
Center spread......................... $2,000
AEA exhibitors (full page)......$1,095
Non-exhibitors (full page)..... $1,300

ADS ARE FULL-PAGE BLEEDS
(Please submit ads at 8.75 x 11.25 in.
This allows for .125 in. bleed on all sides.
Final ads will be trimmed to 8.5 x 11 in.)

▪ ADVERTISING

Rachel Hill

CONTACT

816-366-5109 • rachelh@aea.net

AEA Amplified is a podcast for aviation’s technology experts.

Expand your reach
and extend your brand
message in the digital
environment via AEA
Amplified, a podcast for
aviation’s technology
experts. Custom
advertising packages
are available and include
host-delivered messaging
to promote your company
or product features along
with a call to action.
Contact Rachel Hill at
816-366-5109 to sponsor
a podcast, and for other
advertising opportunities.

▪ ADVERTISING

CONTACT

Rachel Hill

816-366-5109 • rachelh@aea.net

